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This text is part of a series of reference books designed for children aged nine years and upwards. The books contain
exploded view photographs and over 3000 specific words presented in a labelled form, both of which are designed to
help expand the child's knowledge and vocabulary. This book looks at buildings - specially built architectural models were
taken apart to produce totally accurate exploded photographs. Other books in this series look at The Human Body,
Animals, Ships and Sailing, Everyday Things, Cars and Military Uniforms. The Eyewitness Visual Dictionary of Animals
was nominated as a 1991 Best Book for Young Adults by the Americal Library Association.
Clear definitions of all the associated terms, alongside photos of working experiments and revealing illustrations, ensure
that the thematic dictionaries in this series give fascinating insight into complex scientific fields.
Text and labeled illustrations depict a variety of historical, classic, and contemporary automobiles and their components.
Discover how the nervous system works, the intricate construction of skeleton and muscles, and how your body protects
itself when you are under threat. Put yourself under the microscope using the interactive DVD-Rom. Zoom in on a body
part and see the bodies processes in action from a nerve impluse to blood surging through an artery. Journey inside and
examine what can go wrong with the human machine: explore the causes and symptoms for diseases and ailments.
This ultimate dictionary explains, defines and depicts more than 33,000 terms from the parts of a volcano to the
components of an engine and offers detailed explanations and annotations of each.
One of the most extraordinary reference titles ever produced is now available in paperback!Since its publication in 1992,
The Macmillan Visual Dictionary has been heralded as the most innovative and graphically stunning reference work of its
kind. And this remarkable volume certainly merits the praise: it provides full-color visual definitions of nearly everything.
Want to know the difference between curly endive and curled kale? Curious about the distinguishing features of various
judo holds and throws? Wondering what each and every feature of a Gothic cathedral is called? The answers to these
and thousands of other questions are at your fingertips. The Macmillan Visual Dictionary identifies more than 25,000
terms with more than 3,500 full-color illustrations covering 600 subjects. Ranging from Astronomy and Geography to
Combat Sports and Communications, from the Vegetable and Animal Kingdoms to Human Beings and Symbols, and
from Architecture and House Furniture to Maritime Transport and Energy, the book's 28 chapters provide truly exhaustive
coverage of the world as we know it. A usage guide, detailed table of contents, and extensive index allow for easy
referencing. As ideal for the family reference library as for the casual browser trying to identify that "whatchamacallit", the
compact paperback edition of The Macmillan Visual Dictionary will continue to set the standard in reference works.
Star Wars: The Last JediTM: The Visual Dictionary is the definitive guide to Star Wars: The Last Jedi, revealing the
characters, creatures, droids, locations, and technology from the new film. Packed with 100+ images and information as
penned by Star WarsTM scribe Pablo Hidalgo, it's a must-have for all fans who want to go beyond the movie experience.
© & TM 2017 LUCASFILM LTD.
Meticulously detailed, captioned diagrams and illustrations, as well as full-color photographs, introduce the basics of human anatomy and
physiology and explain how the various systems of the body work and function together.
Intricate details of all aspects of the human body down to the smallest detail - from our cells and DNA to the largest bone in our bodies, the
femur. 3D generated illustrations and medical imaging provide a close look at the body's forms and functions in physiology and anatomy,
showing how the body works and its amazing systems and abilities. To understand our modern human bodies, this book first looks at our
ancestors and how the evolution of Homo Sapiens shaped our anatomy. This gave us the ability to walk tall, create language, and make tools
with our incredibly adapted opposable thumbs. Learn how we can see evolution in our DNA, and the functions of DNA. Read about the things
you can only see with microscopes and other special imaging machines, like cell structure, motor pathways in the brain, and the inner iris. All
these many parts work together to make the human body. The physiology of our body is written in clarifying detail. Learn about the organs
and systems that operate within, like the cardiovascular, digestive, and neural systems. See our elegant anatomy and read how the skeleton,
muscles, and ligaments operate to allow movement. This second edition has included more detail on the joints in the hands and feet. The
Complete Human Body takes you from infancy to old age showing how our body grows and changes, and what can go wrong. 2nd Edition:
Enhanced and Updated This visual guide uses remarkable illustrations and diagrams to peek inside our complex and astounding bodies. It
has been written in an easy-to-follow format, with straightforward explanations to give you the best overview of the many things that make us
human. Suitable for young students who want an extra resource for school, people working in medical fields, or for anyone with a keen
interest in human biology. Inside the body of the book: - The Integrated Body - Anatomy - How the Body Works - Life Cycles - Diseases and
Disorders
Discover everything you need to know about LEGO® Star WarsT sets and minifiguresIf you love LEGO Star Wars, then the updated and
expanded edition of LEGO Star Wars: The Visual Dictionary (previous ISBN: 9781405347471), complete with a rare and exclusive LEGO
Star Wars minifigure is perfect for you. Learn all about LEGO Star Wars ships, weapons, and even the Death Star through amazing Star
Wars images and incredible details. Come face-to-face with LEGO versions of Darth Vader, Obi-Wan, Luke Skywalker, Yoda, Anakin and
more and discover hundreds of little known facts about Star Wars characters and factions, such as the Jedi and the Sith. This revised edition
of LEGO Star Wars: The Visual Dictionary is updated throughout to show all the new sets and innovations in LEGO Star Wars from 2009 to
2014. Covering all six Star Wars episodes, Star Wars: The Clone Wars television series, Star Wars: The Old Republic computer game and
the expanded universe with behind-the-scenes information, fan creations, and merchandise.Packed with additional information on the history,
manufacture and construction of LEGO Star Wars and a new gallery featuring every Star Wars minigifigure LEGO Star Wars: The Visual
Dictionary is perfect for all LEGO Star Wars fans.
Text, exploded view photographs, and labels reveal everyday objects and their parts, including the telephone, camera, and bicycle.
From Iron Man to The Eternals, explore the secrets of the Marvel Cinematic Universe with never-before-seen photography. The authoritative
companion to the Marvel Cinematic Universe, this essential visual guide explores the world of the Avengers and beyond in unparalleled
detail. Packed with more than 1,000 stunning images, this book showcases Earth's Mightiest Heroes, including Captain Marvel and Black
Panther, and terrifying villains--such as Thanos and his powerful forces. Produced in collaboration with Marvel Studios, this is your guide to
incredible aliens, vehicles, weapons, and props. Beautiful photography and engaging text written by Marvel experts examines Iron Man's
armor, Doctor Strange's Eye of Agamotto, Black Widow's stun batons, Hawkeye's bows, Thor's hammer, the Infinity Stones, Gamora's sword,
and much, much more! Fully updated to include Ant-Man and the Wasp, Captain Marvel, Avengers: Endgame, Black Widow, and the latest
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entry to the franchise The Eternals, this invaluable reference guide incorporates all the latest stories and characters. The definitive guide to
the Marvel Cinematic Universe, Marvel Studios: Visual Dictionary--New Edition is the book that every Marvel movie fan has been waiting for!
Students preparing for careers in various medical professions will value this highly detailed and profusely illustrated reference guide.
Fourteen chapters show, label, and define all human body regions and parts and describe physiological processes. The chapter titles are:
Body Overview Cells and Tissues The Skeletal System The Muscular System The Nervous System Special Sense Organs The Lymphatic
System The Circulatory System The Respiratory System The Digestive System The Urinary System The Endocrine System The
Reproductive System The book's fifteenth and final chapter provides students with a workbook that presents labeled line illustrations of the
human body's muscle and skeletal systems. Students are encouraged to color in individual muscles and bones as an effective aid to
memorizing the names and locations of each part. More than 500 color illustrations.
Russian-English Bilingual Visual Dictionary of DK's bestselling series makes language learning accessible by using photographs to put the
everyday vocabulary of the modern world into context. A thematic organization of more than 10,000 fully illustrated terms labeled in both
Russian and English and comprehensive two-way indexes put the perfect translation at your fingertips. Additional feature panels include
abstract nouns and verbs, as well as useful phrases that you can use in conversation once you are feeling more confident. Russian-English
Bilingual Visual Dictionary is a colorful and stimulating learning resource ideal for all levels, whether you are a student, teacher, tourist, or
business traveler. Now fully updated with new text, images, and a bold new look.

Offers thirty-five thousand terms and accompanying illustrations, covering such topics as astronomy, the animal kingdom,
gardening, clothing, sports, and games.
Color photographs and detailed text describe more than 50,000 terms and 270 major entries on everything from the
prehistoric earth and the sciences to sports, art, and music.
This substantial and ambitious dictionary explores the languages and cultures of visual studies. It provides the basis for
understanding the foundations and motivations of current theoretical and academic discourse, as well as the different
forms of visual culture that have come to organize everyday life. The book is firmly placed in the context of the 'visual
turn' in contemporary thought. It has been designed as an interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary introduction to the
vocabularies and grammars of visuality that inform thinking in the arts and humanities today. It also offers insight into the
philosophical frameworks which underpin the field of visual culture. A central theme that runs throughout the entries is the
task of moving away from a narrow understanding of visuality inherited from traditional philosophy toward a richer cultural
and multi-sensorial philosophy of concrete experience. The dictionary incorporates intertextual links that encourage
readers to explore connections between major themes, theories and key figures in the field. In addition the author's
introduction provides a comprehensive and critical introduction which documents the significance of the visual turn in
contemporary theory and culture. It is accompanied by an extensive bibliography and further reading list. As both a
substantive academic contribution to this growing field and a useful reference tool, this book offers a theoretical
introduction to the many languages of visual discourse. It will be essential reading for graduate students and scholars in
visual studies, the sociology of visual culture, cultural and media studies, philosophy, art history and theory, design, film
and communication studies.
The Visual Dictionary of the Human BodyDk Pub
Discover the definitions you need with the Pocket Visual Dictionary. With over 33,000 terms across 14 sections from all
aspects of life including the universe, sea and air, music, the human body, and animals, the Pocket Visual Dictionary
gives you easy access to the vocabulary you need. This unique and handy reference tool will have the whole family
revisiting its pages again and again. In this new edition, pictures, annotations, and labels take you straight to what you
need to know. Now fully updated and packed with dazzling photos and artwork, the Pocket Visual Dictionary links
pictures and words like never before. See what other dictionaries only tell you with the Pocket Visual Dictionary. Previous
edition ISBN 9781405302364
Text and "exploded view" photographs reveal the human body and how it works.
5 Language Visual Dictionary is now in paperback, fully updated to include more than 10,000 modern terms in English,
French, German, Spanish, and Italian. The only language dictionary of its kind, 5 Language Visual Dictionary makes
language learning accessible by using photographs to put everyday words into context. Its thematic organization of
10,000 terms accompanied by more than 1,600 annotated color photographs and illustrations to put the perfect
translation at your fingertips. Additional feature panels include abstract nouns and verbs, as well as useful phrases that
you can use in conversation. Whether you are a student, tourist, or business traveler, 5 Language Visual Dictionary is
your comprehensive guide to learning English, French, German, Spanish, or Italian.
This text is part of a series of reference books designed for children aged nine years and upwards. The books contain exploded
view photographs and over 3000 specialist words presented in a labelled form, both of which are designed to help expand the
child's knowledge and vocabulary. This dictionary looks at special military forces and includes information on clothing, weapons
and special equipment as used by forces as diverse as Hitler's stormtroopers and present-day undercover surveillance units
including a look at the SAS, Marines, Foreign Legion, bomb disposal units, bodyguards, Arctic and desert forces. The Eyewitness
Visual Dictionary of Animals was nominated as a 1991 Best Book for Young Adults by the Americal Library Association.
Text and "exploeded view" photographs reveal the human body and how it works.
One of a series for young and adult readers that introduce the specialised language of a particular topic. The volumes use large,
detailed full-colour photographs with numerous captions. Some additional explanatory text is also included, as well as a
comprehensive index of the 3000-word specialist vocabulary. This volume presents the language of the activities and equipment of
special military forces, such as marines, parachutists, special agents and saboteurs. First published in the UK by Dorling
Kindersley (1993).
This reference work reflects the growing international concern over human rights. It provides explanations of the terminology,
issues, organizations and laws surrounding this emotive subject. A Dictionary of Human Rights features: * over 200 clear and
concise mini-essays * alphabetical arrangement for ease of use This book is a vital source for anyone interested in or connected
with human rights issues.
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Labeled drawings provide a wide range of everyday terms from the telephone to human anatomy in English and Mandarin
Chinese.
Simplifies word searches in either language by using more than three thousand five hundred labeled illustrations
The Dictionary for Human Factors/Ergonomics is a major compilation of the basic terminology in the field of ergonomics. This
unique dictionary contains over 8,000 terms representing all areas of human factors. For many terms, a commentary is provided to
help place the term in perspective and elaborate on its use. Applicable acronyms and abbreviations are included. Two appendices
are featured in the book as well. The first appendix is an alphabetical listing of abbreviations and acronyms with their respective
terms for easy cross-referencing. The second appendix contains a list of national and international organizations involved in
human factors/ergonomic research and/or applications. Peer-reviewed for accuracy and comprehensiveness, The Dictionary for
Human Factors/Ergonomics is an essential reference for professionals, academics, and students in engineering, psychology,
safety, law, and management. It is especially useful for human factors professionals working in government and industry.
Looks at the theories and experiments involved in all areas of chemistry, including atoms and molecules, structures of organic
matter, and catalysis. Suggested level: intermediate, secondary.
Incorporates more than 20,000 words and their definitions, and 6,000 full-color illustrations, plus seventeen chapters on a wide
variety of subjects.
This text is part of a series of reference books designed for children aged nine years and upwards. The books contain exploded
view photographs and 3500 specific words presented in a labelled form, both of which are designed to help expand the child's
knowledge and vocabulary. This book looks at cars, with every part of a car labelled from the inside of a steering wheel to how a
carburettor works. Other titles in this series look at The Human Body, Animals and Ships and Sailing.
Labeled drawings provide a wide range of everyday terms from the telephone to human anatomy in English and French.
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